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ABSTRACT 
 

Mowlana explains all human features and problems in his Masnavi and shows the solution in all of them. 
Mowlana’s approach, key and solution are related to each other and in fact are like one key and if we use 
any of them in our life and be released from captivity, imitation, vanity and self-worship, we become what 
is Molana’s Mission. 
Masnavi’s message is a warning for a person who is overwhelmed in a virtual darkness full of words and 
statements and passes his life in fear, suffering and conflict. Yet Masnavi has a very deep message, the 
message which describes human’s affliction and captivity and it is his roving from his main land. 
Masnavi’s message is a call for waking and leaving the borders of roles and returning to the ocean of spirit 
and love’s green garden where exultation is and there is no sign of virtual fear and apprehension. 
KEYWORDS: Mowlana, Facilitator, vanity, self-worship, pain and suffering, human’s captivity. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Mowlana’sMasnavi is the biggest spiritual epic of human that is granted by God to Persian Language 

for perpetuating the Iranian Culture. This grand book is one of the clear examples of God’s unreasoned 
existence which is fall on earth especially Iranians due to kindness and mercy and the Persian speakers are 
the ones who most benefit from it since they get such valuable treasury in free and they make their virtual 
life fresher and sweeter with it.  

What are the solutions of Molana, the great mystic for solving the problems of human lives? What 
blessings and good deeds did he bring for these deprived people? He brought light, beauty and fragrance 
from poem for the humans; He who was one of the best of God and walked through the creatures and 
guided the unseen people from far away and the close friends from near. How an insatiable quest! He 
brought a light by centuries after him and such light is propagated all over and became the light of fact for 
missed one and it is helping. His modest living was a good model for human; on that time, all the people 
whether businessman, traders, or rovers announced their love to him. When he went to the place of 
teaching or lecturing accompanied with special disciples with wisely awe and glory, he walked in lanes and 
streets modestly and had friendly behavior with different classes of people. He was modest in behaving 
people. He went to their stores and accepted their invitations and did not neglect visiting patients. He even 
did not shame for talking with overs and behaved kindly with Christians and was modest for clergies. 
Though he sometimes deemed it necessary to guide people, he was modest and was not proud for having 
many disciples and if he enjoyed their praise and flattery, he abstained in believing those words. He never 
talked with disciples in raising and transcendence. He acted very kindly and friendly with them and 
prevented their cheapening which is the custom of several elders. He answered their questions as simple, 
clear and free of ambiguity. He supported the oppressors’ aggression and violence. When their mistakes 
caused him to be very angry, he interceded them. Among businessmen and common people, he had many 
friends such that the scholars convicted him for struggling in attracting the common people while he had no 
insist in attracting the commons, the gentlefolks like the commons were attracted to him and he had many 
friends among rulers and upper classes. 

Rumi Mowlana is accepted by many classes and guilds. Common people know him as the religion 
pioneer and religion pioneers envied in his fame and accepting. His clerical turbans and his sleeveless rob 
showed him needless of pomp and ambition of lords. The followers of him who seek scholars and went 
with him from one school to the other made her accompanying more dignified and remarkable compared to 
what caused the dignity of ministers and decedents. During the path, if a person needed legal judgment, or 
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if a problem was incurred for a person or even if a person was prosecuted by a governor or oppressor, asked 
him and said to him and heard his answer and asked him for assistance and guidance. Since all the classes 
of people asked for judgment for any kind from him and since the grandees and elders considered talking 
with him as proud and gladness and since even the common people behaved with him kindly, it was 
happiness for him. All his lectures and speech were for guiding and inviting people toward humidity. 

His speech and advices were such that they solved the problems of people whether in their ordinary 
life and in legal issues, all the people knew him as their judge and gave assistance from his speech and at 
now the science and truth seekers benefit this great mystic whose prose and poem works had been 
described and interpreted several times. 
 
Masnavi’s message 
 Masnavi has a very deep message, the message which describes human’s affliction and captivity 
and it is his roving from his main land. 
 Masnavi’s message is a call for waking and leaving the borders of roles and returning to the ocean 
of spirit and love’s green garden where exultation is and there is no sign of virtual fear and apprehension. 
 Molana explains all human features and problems in his Masnavi and shows the solution in all of 
them. Molana’s approach, key and solution are related to each other and in fact are like one key and if we 
use any of them in our life and be released from captivity, imitation, vanity and self-worship, we become 
what is Molana’s Mission. 
 Molana’s speech is the words which have many effects on minds and his words is a sound in the 
soul of grievous people. He knew human as the essence of being within the unity sea and knew oyster as 
his opinion which separated him from the unity sea and said: 
 Like essence in the sea, he said: ''where sea is''? 
 Within dream of pearl as his shell (Masnavi,1082:5) 
 Saying “where” is like a veil 
 Which became the cloud from sunshine (1083:5) 
 Close your eyes and give up 
 On that time, you will see yourself on that old city (1115:5) 
 The first and basic step in Molana’s view is recognizing himself and freedom of it, that means we 
return to ourselves and look at the issue as it is in our own. 
 The first Molana’s assistance to human is recognizing himself and being freedom from vanity and 
self-worship. 
The second step is recognizing the nature of problem. We shall see what the prison is in which human is 
prisoned? And when we do not know what this prison is and what is its nature, we cannot look for any key 
for solving it. 
 Molana warned several times for different kinds that human’s prison and the reason of his 
imprisonment and all his pains is a kind of thought. He said: 
 All of creatures are ridiculed by thought 
 For this reason, they are exhausted and depressed (Masnavi, 3573:2) 
 So the reason of distress, rebuke, captivity, pain and tiredness is a kind of thought and he said: 
 I am governed by my thought 
 Since he is my governor (Masnavi, 3577:2) 
 That means he wanted to warn that O human, you are governor of thought or though is your 
governor? You build the thoughts or thoughts build you? 
 Or in narrative the king’s (soul) falling in love on a bondwoman (ego) and refuging to non-
challenge and grabbing natural tools and he said: 
 When he bought and had it 
 The bondwomen became sick (Masnavi, 40:1) 
 They gathered doctors from all over 
 Said: both living is in your arms (43:1) 
 Whatever treatment of medicine they used 
 The pain intensified and wish undue (51:1) 
 The bondwomen became like a hair due to illness 
 The king’s eye was bleeding. (52:1) 
 When king saw the inability of doctors 
 He run to mosque barefooted (55:1) 
 In the mosque, he went toward sanctuary 
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 The praying place became full of water due to kind’s tears (56:1) 
 What is obtained from the moral of story is that Molana wanted to say the human in the world is 
seeking for desired hunting and for his wishes, heedless that any enjoyment in the world is connected a bite 
and any happiness is combined with deprivation. 
 When a misfortune has been caught for a person, at first he looked at natural tool and thought that 
providing them is concise freedom and releasing, though it was not such. 
 All claim that they recognized the human’s inner truth and can remove his mental concerns. 
Whatever they write for human’s rescue, not only it does not recover him but also it increases his 
discomfort. 
 In these cases, the first solution of Molana is that we shall desist reasons, causes and persons. 
 And second step is orison and invocation. If in this way heart refraction is occurred, the pray will 
be accepted and wish will be allowed. 
 In continuing when the divine doctor recognized the pain of bondwomen (ego), he said: 
 Lover’s reason is separated from other reasons 
 Astrolabe’s love is God’s secrets (Masnavi, 110:1) 
 If love is saddle of cedar 
 Finally that will be our leader (111:1) 
 In this regard, Molana knew that love story is beyond the limits and said it cannot be defined via 
words and said that: virtual love guide us toward real love since love is form maker, the person may be lose 
in love several times, when such form is declines, human’s love is created for that form and in this regard, 
find the solution in it to be released from pink and rainbow beloved and love the permanent beloved. 
 The solution key in this regard is that we shall leave the tools and do orison and worship to God 
and shall love the permanent beloved. 
 Or in the repentance story of Nasoh who turned to God sincerely to be accepted by God’s grace, 
Molana said it in Nasoh’s words: 
 The time is limited to me and I have little time 
 Be my king, O scream! (Masnavi, 2264:5) 
 If you cover me this time 
 I will repent from anything that shall not be done (2265:5) 
 Molana knew the key of releasing and accepting the Nasoh’s want by God in depleting self. When 
Nasoh was depleted from himself, his prayer was accepted. In this regard, he said: 
 When he depleted and his self did not exist 
 God accepted him by himself (Masnavi, 2276:5) 
 When he was released from my reproach 
 He happily went to his essence (2279:5) 
 Or in the story of old harp, he considered harp as the symbol of self and ego. His self was a mean 
of enjoyment, deception and entertainment for life long. At the end of life, he became notices of his self 
null deception and said addressing harp or in fact his self: 
 O what eats my blood for seventy years 
 O what makes me shamed at the Perfect (Masnavi, 2199:1) 
 I sent all my lift 
 On breathing all the time (2203:1) 
 Upon wetness of this micro 
 My heart became dries, my heart died (2205:1) 
 But what is the basic key and solution of Molana about self? What shall be done for:“self ” in 
Molana’s mystics? In this regard he said: we shall remove “self” and the basic solution is removing “self”. 
 He took the harp and became god seeker 
 Went toward Yathrib cemetery (Masnavi, 2086:1) 
 Since he cried a lot and the pain was intensified 
 He hit the harp on the group and crushed it (2089:1) 
 Or in the story of when caliph seeLeili said: 
 Caliph said to Leili that you are Leili 
 For who Majnon became distracted (Masnavi, 407:1) 
 You are not higher than the other blessed 
 Leili said: be silent, since you are not Majnon (408:1) 
 Who is awaken, he is more asleep 
 His awaking is worse than his asleep (409:1) 
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 Molana challenges the semblance, unawareness, blindness and being involved in worldly affairs 
and said: 

O semblance human, since you have no way to truth and you are bound to externals and involved in 
worldly affairs, you thought that you have knowledge for it though you are asleep and in negligence and 
being awake in these affairs is worse that you asleep. Such person toothily is acquiring the world such that 
he sacrifices all ethical and human values for his benefits and there are such people in our nowadays world. 
In continuation, he said: 
 Since we are not awake in truth 
 Being awake is like congestion (Masnavi, 410:1) 
 All the time body is stepping the mind 
 And for loss and gain and for fear of decline (411:1) 
 Molana knew the human’s involvement in that his body is not awake to the Almighty and is 
involved in emotional and apparent awake and his mind is involved in worldly affairs, since he thought for 
his business loss and gain and fear from loss of material blessings, he is involved in illusion and egoistic 
incentives. 
 He knew the only solution is human’s refuge to parents which are the same as god’s shadow to be 
released from these illusions upon giving assistance from these divine persons.He said: 
 God’s shadow is like nurse 
 Release him from illusion and his shadow (Masnavi, 422:1) 
 Resorted to him undoubtedly 
 To be approached to the Imam Zaman (422:1) 
 In the story of Caliph who passed HatamTaei in Grace and said: 
 Abstain yourself, abstain from thoughts 
 Abstain from intentions, lion and grave and hearts (Masnavi, 2909:1) 
 Abstains are higher than medications 
 Since ticking increases the falling (2910:1) 
 In this regard, what type of thought is being considered by Molana? And which thought shall be 
abstained? 
 He said: the hearts shall be protected from illusion and destroying doubts and if heart has illusions, 
no wisdom or truth will be created in human’s mind. 
 The key solution in this regard is removing doubts and ambiguities and emptying the mind from 
intrusive memories. If bounding is done more on short thought for removing doubts, the doubting will be 
intensified. 
 Or the story of a man who asked Isa to pray so that a dead one became alive and he said: instead of 
asking perfect people for good custom, decent life and good ethics, they asked him to do extraordinary 
works and this is the biggest human’s misery 
 A doodle became friend with Isa 
 See bones of a dead one in a deep hole (Masnavi, 141:2) 
 Learn me to benefit 
 To relive the bones (143:2) 
 Isa said: O God what is the secret? 
 What is the desire of the doodle here? (149:2) 
 he has no grief for the patient? 
 And he is not sad since he is dead (150:2) 
 He left his own dead one 
 Wanted darn for another’s dead (151:2) 
 In this regard, Molana knew the most basic human disaster in that he does not follow his virtual 
training due to ignorance and neglect instead of it, he treated his rusted thought and seeks amending it and 
instead of thinking about his own body, he thinks on reliving the others’ dead. 
 Evil thought is the biggest problem for these people. Molana advice the others to be away from 
these people since if they acquire science or grace, they will use it for people’s misguiding and mischief.He 
said: 
 Who cultivates thistle seed in the world 
 Do not seek in the golestan (Masnavi, 153:2) 
 If he get a flower, it will turned to thistle 
 If he went toward assistance, he will be like serpent (154:2) 
 Or in the story of advising Sufism, the servant was ill and about saying the servant, Molana Said: 
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 Most of people are cannibal 
 Do not seek for their saluting (Masnavi, 251:2) 
 Their hearts are like demon’s home 
 Do not accept growling from demons (252:2) 
 Molana expressed the desertion and treachery of people. In the societies where people are 
suffering moral degradation, lies, non-generosity, deception, sadistic, treaty cracking, and grin are 
prevalent. It seems that Molana reflects the social status of his own time – which is similar to our time, 
 Who are cannibals in Molana’s view? Why people’s heart became demon’s house? Who is bad 
friend and what shall be done? What bend the human essence and spirit?  
 Do not think on coquetry of bad friend 
 They are traps, do not go following them on earth (Masnavi, 256:2) 
 See thousands of devils around him 
 See devil people in the serpent (257:2) 
 His words is about God 
 His self is full of unbelieving thoughts (269:2) 
 Do not reside in people’s houses 
 Do your own work, do not do the others (263:2) 
 Who is the stranger?  
 For whom you became sad (264:2) 
 When you fatten your body via old and sweet 
 Your essence will not see you fatness (265:2) 
 Molana warned that the human whose heart is evil’s houseand is captured by evil, it is his bad 
friend and shall be away from it. And O human the one who is stranger is your body. The body which you 
are sympathetic and foster it in this way, such body will made your sould sad (considering sensual and lusts 
disturbed the soul). 
 And he said that how inhumanity is combined with humanity and how the human’s world became 
dark with telling lies and deception and non-generosity. And the only light which brightens all over. 
 Drums were broken and the bodies fall 
 The good and bad were combined (Masnavi, 283:2) 
 God sent the prophet 
 To selected them as custom (284:2) 
  
 When prophet was brought 
 Said: be away the fainting, filter come (287:2) 
 Once again, about bad ones who are involved in good’s works, he said: these are the followers of 
evils and evil is located in their ego.He said: 
 There is one dog which goes to thousands of egos 
 If it goes to ones ego, he became evil (Masnavi, 638:2) 
 If one became distant, know that evil is in him 
 The evil hides under his skin (639:2) 
 Molana knew the way of recognizing evil and infernal in that “who discourage human from God is 
evil/ and being released from such evil is refuging God and saying that there is no power but from God. 
 Say that there is no power except from God 
 Say it not in words but from your ego (642:2) 
 In another story the snake charmer thought of the depressed dragon as dead, he said: 
 O human be aware that sensuality is like dragon in you if rattling is possible, it moves with terrible 
awe and power, tear the section of virtue and fear and makes the world as his hell. He said: 
 Your ego is dragon, when he was died? 
 It is depressed due to grief (Masnavi, 1053:3) 
 It is a small worm due to poverty 
 It becomes a mosquito in hell (1056:3) 
 Put the dragon on parting snow 
 Do not drag him to the sun (1057:3) 
 Checkmated him be assured of his checkmating  
 Do not be mercy to him, since his is not from people of prayer (1059:3) 
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 Molana knew the most basic human pain in following ego and his first warning is that: O human 
take away the sensuality from carnal lusts; Lest you involve the ego with worldly and lust enjoyment which 
will fall you in disaster. 
 He states the key for controlling ego as follow: you shall keep the ego away from worldly and lust 
enjoyment. Controlling ego is not easy and human shall be conscious. Controlling ego cannot be done by 
anyone. Only pious people can control it upon assistance of the Almighty. O human! Try to be pious upon 
asking God. 
 You are greed that he is without persecution 
 Is in the dignified and loyalty (Masnavi, 1064:3) 
 When this hangdog wishes it 
 He shall try to kill the dragon (1065:3) 
 But the animal whose shepherd is God 
 Where is the hope of that wolf (1194:3) 
 The subject which human is involved in it and there are many of it in the current era, is the subject 
of religious biases and war between 72 nations which is accompanied by disputes and contentions. 
 Being strict and bias is callowness 
 Until creating, it is a vampire work (Masnavi, 1297:3) 
 Molana in allegorical tale expressed the difference in manner of cell. 
 Cell is an irony of Divine absolute truth and darkness is the irony of world. Since in this world, the 
human is covered in many layers of curtains and screens and his mind and soul is imprisoned in senses. 
 The abrasive’s hand in cell’s body is an irony for whom try to recognize the absolute truth with 
limited and insufficient rational and experimental measures. 
 Why did scientists, philosophers, sagas and speakers each claim special method for recognizing 
truth? 
 Are all these methods and religions go to a final aim? 
 How the common shall find the way of God and truth? He said: 
 
 That one bopped a proboscis  
 He said: it is like a downpipe (Masnavi, 1262:3) 
 That other touched its ear 
 He imagined that it is a fan (1263:3) 
 That other knocked it with his foot 
 Said: I saw it like vertical cell (1264:3) 
 Most of the disputes about creature and their thoughts from God and truth is like the above one. 
 Molana’s solution in this regard is awareness, insight and lightening and here candle is an irony of 
discovery and certainty light and said: when such light was brightened in human’s heart and insight, he 
achieved the full discovering and in this time the religious biases and disputes are removed. 
 If there is a candle for anyone 
 The difference will be notified from their speech (Masnavi, 1268:3) 
 In another story, it is about the people who see the contrast between good and evil forces in 
himself. In one hand, the providential wisdom calls him to leave the fleeting and devastating pleasures and 
on the other hand, passion seeker ego motivates him to lust and sensualities. Moderate and reckless humans 
do not entrust on foundation remover desires and abstain all traps while immoderate humans trust on traps 
of sensual pleasures and finally they fall in depravity and said: 
 You fall in greed traps several times 
 You lost your throat through cutting it (Masnavi, 2870:3) 
 Once again, the graceful repentant, release you  
 He accepted your repentance and makes you happy (2871:3) 
 For this reason, when human falls in greed trap, God bestows grace due to his blessing and human 
dervishes for abyss. 
 In this regard, Molana knew amnesia as the second big human’s doom after God’s mercy which is 
given to human which is occurred to human and guide him toward doom and human goes to fire like a 
reckless butterfly and said: 
 Once again, the repentant opened the knot 
 Said: escape and do not come here (Masnavi, 2877:3) 
 When the reckless butterfly came 
 Went toward the fire (2878:3) 
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 O butterfly reduce the doubt  
 Look at the burnt feather (2879:3) 
 The key solution of Molana in this regard is being beware, not being forgetful and leave doubt and 
indecision and be learning and refuging God and asking for rescue from the Almighty. 
 Thank for the blessing which released you 
 We shall not forget God’s blessing (2882:3) 
 On how many pains and disasters 
 You said: O God release me from the traps (2883:3) 
 And in the story of “distorting the wind blowing on Soleiman due to his humiliated” cited the 
human actions and behaviors that human considers his actions and behaviors as absolute and complete and 
allocate external factors for any failure and he did not want to analyze himself even once and judge himself 
and look for his negligence and fault and confess sincerely on his negative and destructive role in creating 
damage in social and individual relations. But unfortunately, most of people resort on justification and 
outsourcing and seek the source of damage outside themselves. He said: 
 You are bad on your outside with others 
 And in inside you are happy with your ego (Masnavi, 1918:4) 
 He is the enemy himself 
 In outside you scandal anyone (1919:4)  
 You are like Pharaoh when Mousa was fragile 
 He killed the infants (1916:4) 
 O Pharaoh, how many did you kill? (1921:4) 
 In these ones, the key solution of Molana is that O human! Understand your errors and faults 
honestly and look for their factors in yourself. 
 And again Molana’s advice to humans is being away from waste thought. 
 Now which though is waste? And what is its effect on soul? What solution it has for human? 
 He said: ungracious thoughts are like poisonous nails which follow illusions for discovering 
secrets and injure the soul. Who are happy with waste thoughts and playing with words, they thought that 
they stand on human wisdom hilltop and they found these thoughts as openers of any closed door, though 
these thoughts are prohibitive lock on human wisdom. He said: 
 The injuries of thought nails kill the reassured ego (Masnavi, 557:5) 
 The bad thought of poisonous nail 
 Scratches the soul while meditation (558:5) 
 Solve this problem if you are human 
 Spent for it if you are human (563:5) 
 Molana knew the key solution as follow: O human, if you know your limit and use your thinking, 
you shall activate it such that it help your scientific, wisdom group and mental and personality promotion. 
 If you know your limit, go away this limit 
 To reach on the endless (565:5) 
 These ones and thousands of other examples in Masnavi are about released from self, self-
worship, imitation and etc. which is the way of Molana’s mystic and showing key for human’s rescue 
especially for modern human who is overwhelmed in self-worship and vanity. 
 
Conclusion 
 Molana’s approach, key and solution are related to each other and in fact are like one key and if 
we use any of them in our life and be released from captivity, imitation, vanity and self-worship, we 
become what is Molana’s Mission. Human shall understand Masnavi’s message critically and use it in his 
life.  
 Masnavi’s message is a warning for a person who is overwhelmed in a virtual darkness full of 
words and statements and passes his life in fear, suffering and conflict.  
 Masnavi has a very deep message, the message which describes human’s affliction and captivity 
and it is his roving from his main land and shall go through borders and roles towards his essence.  
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